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W

elcome to
the third
edition of
‘The
Cwmbran Chronicle’ which we
hope will reach out to you all
in these continuingly strange
and challenging times. There
are messages to all pupils
from their individual form
teachers and a whole range
of updates from SLT and
subject teachers as to how
you can best utilise the
opportunities to learn from
home that are available. In
this edition we are trying to
balance wellbeing with
curriculum support which we
know is such a challenge for
parents and carers across the
country at the moment.

We have had some very
positive feedback from the
community about our attempts
to stay in touch but we
recognise that it is a fine
balancing act trying to ensure
that there is enough work to
ensure pupils do not fall
behind their peers and trying
to not overwhelm parents and
pupils alike. Our staff are
currently themselves trying to
balance preparation for home
learning with providing
schooling for the children of
key workers at the
Croesyceiliog secondary hub
and the Blenheim Road
Primary hub as well as taking
care of their own health and
families but I guarantee you
that they are all trying their
best to make this work for
every pupil and this
publication is testament to
their efforts.

I know that hundreds of phone
calls are being made to ensure
the wellbeing of the whole
community and I have been
reassured by the sensible
pronouncements of late from the
Welsh Government with regards
to the safety of pupils and staff
in any proposed reopening of
schools in Wales. Rest assured
that we are working very closely
with Torfaen Council to ensure
that safety is paramount in
everything we do.
Staff are instructed to ensure
that they and the pupils will get
a break during half term and so
home learning should not be set
during that period. I hope that
everyone in our school community
can enjoy the holiday as another
week ticks by towards something
called a ‘new normal’ and the
path ahead hopefully becomes
just a little clearer. In the
meantime we continue as a
school to be ‘Stronger Together’
and reassured that together we
will get through this!
Kind regards,
Mr. J. N. Hicks BA (Hons) MA (Ed)
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Teaching and Learning at CHS

W

hilst we are
all still trying
to find our
way through
the ‘new way’ of working, we
are also very aware that this is
not an easy situation for
anyone. Our priority has been
to support wellbeing and
ensure the safety of us all.
We are constantly looking at
how we can make it easier for
our pupils to access their
learning from home and
receive support and feedback
from their teachers. Google
classrooms seems to be working
very well, as is Microsoft
Teams.

approximately two hours a
day on this. The rest of their
time should be spent relaxing
as best they can, taking their
daily exercise, safely, and
helping around the house,
hopefully learning some new
skills along the way. Please
don’t worry if this is not the
case in your home, and please
do let us know if you need
any support or help from us.
All staff here at CHS are
working every day, either in
one of the Hub schools or from
home, and can be contacted
via their email addresses
which are on the school’s
website.

Generally, we would hope that
all our pupils are accessing
their school work during the
week and are able to spend

In the next few weeks, we are
likely to get an idea of what
schooling will look like moving
forwards and we are

preparing to be able to adapt
and plan to meet the needs of
everyone. Please keep an eye
on the school’s Twitter page
and website for any more
information relating to this. We
will also send out text updates
as necessary.

Professional Learning at CHS

T

he Corona Virus has
certainly impacted
greatly on all of us
and on the way that
we are able to work. In
addition to supporting pupils
remotely, planning and
preparing for teaching and
learning and feeding back to
pupils on the work they have
done; as well as looking after
their own families, teachers
and staff at Cwmbran High
School have also been
continuing to invest in their
professional development.
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There have been many very
useful online resources and
webinars made available to us
and we have been fortunate to
have been able to access these
over the past seven weeks. We
are now very much looking
forward to seeing how all the
things that we have discovered
and developed in these
changed times can be put into
practice when we eventually
return to teaching in our
classrooms. We can’t wait to
do that!

Digital Learning Support

T

here have been some issues reported setting up and joining Google class rooms so
Miss Roberts has shared the simple guide below. The most common issues that we
have seen are…

1. People trying to join classes when still logged into Google on a personal
account, your son/daughter must log in using their HWB account. To check this hover
over the blue circle on the right and it should show their HWB email, see picture below.

2. When adding a code mixing up a zero with the letter O. Letters will always be lower
case.
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How to use Google Classrooms
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Year 6 Transition
We understand how stressful
transition can be for pupils
moving from Year 6 to year 7
and we hope to make this
process as smooth as we
possibly can for both you and
the pupils joining us in
September.

You will hopefully have
already received an induction
booklet providing lots of
important
information
regarding the move to
secondary school including
contact details for us in school.
Please remember to return the
forms at the back of the
booklet to us before your child
joins us in September.
Forms to complete and return
to the school:





Medical
Confidential Pupil
Information
Parental Permission
slips
Cashless Catering

We hope your child has
enjoyed
completing
the
transition booklet and that this
has enabled them to familiarise
themselves with the school and
prepare for secondary school.
Our Year 6 Google classroom
in the HWB platform is well
underway and we already
have many children engaged
in activities which have been
uploaded by staff here in CHS.
Please encourage your child to
log in and attempt a few
activities. Please note that
there is no expectation on your
child to submit work at this
stage, however, we will be
delighted to see their
completed projects when they
join us in September. The
classroom also contains a video
tour of the school to enable
children to familiarise
themselves with CHS.
(http://
www.cwmbranhighschool.co.uk/
virtual-tour-of-chs-for-year-6new-pupils/)

We have nearly 100 followers for our Year 6 transition
cluster twitter page @transition_chs which is pleasing.
Here we will continue to post updates and important
information. We have shared the school tour and
transition booklets via this platform.
Rest assured we will continue to post out vital
information to ensure you are all kept fully informed.
9

If your child is not yet registered,
there’s still plenty of time and it’s
well worth it! Just email us and
we can send you details of how
to join.
Our Year 7 intake for
September is currently 200
pupils, joining us from 12
different Primary schools. If you
have not yet submitted a request
form for your child’s transfer to
Secondary school, there is still
time to choose our caring and
supportive
school,
however
places are quickly running out.
You can be assured that our aim
to is achieve the very best
outcome for every single pupil at
our school.
If you have any queries or
concerns please do not hesitate
to contact us via email.
Tracey.abdulla@chs.schoolsedu.o
rg.uk- Deputy Headteacher &
Lead for Transition
Cheryl.haynes@chs.schoolsedu.or
g.uk Head of Year 7 and
Transition Coordinator
Lawrence.pollock@chs.schoolsed
u.org.uk Head of additional
needs provision.

Heroes in disguise
teacher has shared this same
feeling.

C

wmbran High School
teaching staff have
had the privilege of
working with some of
the true heroes of Torfaen
during this lockdown period, the
Torfaen Youth Play Service.
Teaching staff have been on a
rota with other schools in
Torfaen supporting childcare
provisions for children of
keyworkers at Croesyceiliog
High School and Blenheim
Primary School.
One thing all of us have had in
common, is our complete
admiration of the Torfaen Youth
Play Workers. The Play
Workers have been working
day in, day out and over their
Easter break to create a fun
and normal environment for the
children they are looking after.
When I was first advised of my
turn to provide support at
Blenheim Primary, I have to say
I felt a little anxious. It wasn’t
going to be a normal teaching
day, and I wasn’t going to
spend 5 hours delivering
planned Science lessons to
children I knew. It was going to
be completely unknown.
Nevertheless, it was a fantastic
feeling to know I’d be helping
my local community out in a
different way, and every

Upon arrival at the school, it
was obvious that the Play
Workers already had it nailed!
They had established an
organised routine and had built
a fantastic rapport with the
children that have been
attending the school. They had
somehow made a very strange
and stressful time feel normal
and incredibly enjoyable.
The sites are kept spotless by
our cleaning team. Once
children have finished playing
in each area, that area is
cleaned thoroughly, no easy
job, but yet our wonderful
cleaners do it with a smile and
know that they are also
contributing to keeping the
children safe.
An absolutely delightful
surprise was being asked what
I would like for lunch! I had
taken sandwiches but I certainly
could not turn down a hot meal
that was to be prepared for
me. A real treat after having
cooked what feels like a million
meals for my own family. The
catering staff prepared and
delivered all meals whilst
adhering to social distancing
rules, which isn’t easy when you
have a lot of hungry customers.
I left the school feeling very
proud of the team effort being
put in to looking after the
children. If you know a Play
Worker, congratulate them
because they really are going
above and beyond!
Mrs Watkins
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Support for Learners
These are difficult and uncertain times that may well be causing stress and anxiety. If you are a parent
and have concerns around your child’s mental and emotional wellbeing or a young person concerned
about your own mental and emotional wellbeing you may find the following resources helpful:
Information and support around dealing with coronavirus and potential implications:
https://www.mind.org.uk/information-support/coronavirus-and-your-wellbeing/
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prepare/managing-stress-anxiety.html?
CDC_AA_refVal=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fcoronavirus%2F2019-ncov%2Fabout%
2Fcoping.html
https://www.childline.org.uk/info-advice/your-feelings/anxiety-stress-panic/worries-about-the-world/
coronavirus/
A guide for parents on talking to your child about Coronavirus:
https://childmind.org/article/talking-to-kids-about-the-coronavirus/
School Based Counselling Service
The Counselling Service is still operational. Young people can contact them via their Facebook page and
arrange support. Simply message the Torfaen Young People’s Counselling Service on Facebook (https://
www.facebook.com/Torfaen-Young-Peoples-Counselling-Service-109172984050900/) and a counsellor
will contact you to arrange a telephone session.

All the team are currently available on their usual working days.
Alternatively, if you feel you need to speak to someone the following helplines may be helpful (please
note that these were operational as of 18.3.20 but services may be affected in the future):
HELP LINES
Child Line 0800 1111
Samaritans 08457 90 90 90
Parent Support
Parentline—08088 002222
NSPCC—08088 005000
Mental Health Helpline for Wales— 0800 132 737
Wishing you all a safe and happy Easter from all at Cwmbran High School.
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Art and DT News

Movie or Art on a roll

O

ne of the Art based tasks we have had KS3 pupils working
on is ‘Movie or Artwork on a roll’. It was, quite simply to
take a scene or quote from your favourite movie or a
famous work of Art and see how you could create a piece
of artwork with that idea using simple things that we all have around
the home, like toilet or a kitchen roll.
The results have been great, and these are some of them.
There is still time to do one if you haven’t done one yet. Go to your
class’s google classroom page and there are instructions there for you.
12

Photo a day challenge
The Art department has also been running a photo-a-day challenge with some brilliant results, which is
fantastic to see. We clearly have some budding photographers at CHS. Well done everyone. We will soon
be having a drawing a day challenge coming out so keep looking at the 30-day challenge room on google
classrooms to see what’s coming up.
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30 Day Design Challenge
The 30-day challenge continues at a pace, with a committed group of pupils
from Years 7, 8 and 9 taking part every day and it’s been fantastic to see
their inventive contributions and commitment to literally having a go!
Some of the tasks have included:

“Design a cake factory”

“Build

a tower” by Euan this was
one of our favourites!!

“Create your own Bitmoji”
by Tilly

“Make a rainbow from different
objects” by Charlie

“Objects from home all beginning with the same
letter” a great literacy task!
14

English Department News

A

s we begin week
8 in lockdown,
things in the
English
Department are moving
forward smoothly. All classes
are on Google Classrooms
and work is being set
weekly. Every Monday
morning your child will have
new and exciting work to be
doing and then by Friday
(except on the special bank
holiday) they will have work
to submit. A huge ‘Well
Done!’ to all the students
who are working extremely
hard. It is so important that
we keep moving forward
with our learning and get
ourselves ready for the day
we can all be together
again.

Accelerated Reader
Congratulations to KS3 pupils who have been quizzing on
their Accelerated Reader books since school closed.
Pupils have taken an impressive 103 quizzes on books they
have read at home, and have read over 4 million words!

Don't forget you can quiz at home by visiting
https://ukhosted46.renlearn.co.uk/1894666
If you need help with your username or password please
contact Miss J Ayling or Mrs O'Brien.
Most words read in Year 7: Katie Thomas 51,075.
Most read words in Year 8: Tobias Dallimore 575,255
Most read in Year 9: Jessie Haines 46,767
The following pupils have all completed quizzes since Easter:
Year 7
Katie Thomas
Taya Mason
Isabelle Wilkinson
Year 8
Aimee Lewis
Gabriella Hampson-smith
Mckenzie Clayden
Corey Mason
Elizabeth Barnes
Lily-Ann Erickson

Brandon Basnet
Tobias Dallimore
Ruby Hewitson
Taylor Francis
Leila Akhlaghi
Coadie-Jo Cunningham
Logan Edmunds
Amelia-Rose Furley
Year 9
Jessie Haines
Courtney Clayden
Madison Drosinos
Eleanor McKinney.

Reading Challenge
We have a reading challenge for all students...
Read one book from each of these categories
A book published in the year you were born
A debut novel
A book recommended by a parent
A book by a Welsh author
A classic
15

English
Challenge

A

Inspiration for Reading

nd now for writing.
There are several
writing competitions
online but this one
‘tickled my fancy’. Children’s
author Guy Bass is launching a
funny writing competition for
children with his publisher Little
Tiger called A Write Laugh.

If you’re looking for inspiration for either the reading challenge
or the writing competition, below are some recommended reads.

A Write Laugh is open to
children aged five to 13 and is
run in partnership with online
creative writing resource
Authorfy and The Week Junior.
Bass, who usually spends much
of his time carrying out author
visits, wanted to find a way to
continue connecting with his
young readers remotely and
champion the benefits of funny
literature during mentally and
emotionally demanding times.

5. 1984 by George Orwell

He said: “I wanted to find a
way of reconnecting with
readers and encouraging them
to think about stories in a way
that didn't feel like work, as
well as the far more selfish
goal of cheering myself up in
lockdown. The sole aim of A
Write Laugh is for kids to make
themselves, their friends and
family, and hopefully me laugh
until serious thoughts are sent
packing!”
Click on this link to access the
entry information and terms
and conditions. http://
littletiger.co.uk/a-write-laugh
Remember to send your entry
to your English teacher who will
give you some tips.

Top 10 books
1. The Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins
2. The Fault in Our Stars by John Green
3. To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee

4. Harry Potter series by JK Rowling

6. The Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank
7. A Streetcat Named Bob by James Bowen
8. The Lord of the Rings by JRR Tolkien
9. The Perks of Being a Wallflower by Stephen Chbosky
10. Jane Eyre by Charlotte Brontë
Books to make you laugh
Catch 22 by Joseph Heller
The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy by Douglas Adams
The Secret Diary of Adrian Mole Aged 13¾ by Sue
Townsend
Geek Girl by Holly Smale
Diary of a Wimpy Kid by Jeff Kinney
Angus, Thongs and Full-frontal Snogging by Louise Rennison
Books to scare you
1984 by George Orwell
Lord Loss by Darren Shan
The Rats by James Herbert
The Shining by Stephen King
The Wasp Factory by Iain Banks
Books to thrill you
The Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins
The Mortal Instruments: City of Bones by Cassandra Clare
Divergent by Veronica Roth
Gone by Michael Grant
Rebecca by Daphne du Maurier
Skulduggery Pleasant by Derek Landy
A Clockwork Orange by Anthony Burgess
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Geography News

A

ll Key Stage 3
classes have
been working
very hard on
posters, PowerPoints and
leaflets comparing
Lombardy in northern Italy
and Basilicata in the south.
A huge amount of time,
detail and effort has gone
into these posters and they
have been a pleasure to
read. Climate graphs have
been accurately plotted,
contrasting images have

been selected and
detailed descriptions
have been written. A
great understanding and
willingness to produce
such informative
documents has been
evidenced. All
Geography classes have
also been completing
spelling tests and quizzes
on Show My Homework;
the results of which have
been outstanding! Lily
Bloomfield (7R2), Ethan
17

Bowyer (7B), Elizabeth
Barnes (8A3) and Ieuan
Rees (9A1) have achieved
100% in multiple quizzes
which is very impressive!
Well done all, keep up the
good work!

History Department News
“This is your victory. It is the victory of the cause of freedom in every land. In
all our long history we have never seen a greater day than this.”
Winston Churchill
On the 8th May the country remembers VE day and our students have been
thinking of their own way of commemorating the 75th anniversary. Students
have been entering the competition announced by historian Dan Snow and
sharing their entries with us in the History Department. So, if you made a video,
wrote a poem, wrote a story from the view of a soldier in a key World War Two
event, made a power point or designed a poster we wanted to share a few with
you.

VE Day - Jade Nash Year 9
Seventy five years have come
and gone
But our memories, still linger on
At 3:00 on the 8th May
We remember our families,
we lost along the way
Mothers, Fathers, sisters and
brothers too
Who all fought to save me
and you
To give us the life we have
today
And this will never go away
Victory in Europe was a day
of celebration for most
Especially for the prisoner,
who looked like a ghost
They were liberated on that
day
For 60000 prisoners their lives
would change.
All across Europe the day had
come
When the Second World War
had just been won
No more bombings and no
more guns
The sound of a cease fire had
just began

For all the soldiers that
gave their lives
And paid the ultimate
sacrifice
On the 75th anniversary of
V.E. Day
I’d just like to say, We
salute our
Heroes of that Day.

So at 3:00 on the 8th May
Take the time to have a little
pray
18

D Day - Matthew Gage, Year 9

The date was June 6th, 1944
and my platoon was arriving
at the beaches of Normandy,
France. Once we got close to
the shore I could hear screams
of pain and sounds of heavy
gunfire in the distance, I could
feel my insides turn inside out
as I saw my fellow soldiers
being gunned down left and
right.

As soon as I got onto the blood
ridden beach, I quickly dug
using a shovel and got into a
temporary foxhole, I took a
deep breath and started
aiming for the German
defences. After at least what
seemed like ten minutes of
hopelessly shooting at fortified
defences, I saw multiple
paratroopers jump out of
gliders in the sky behind
German defences. I saw this as
a chance to try to run up the
beach towards a nearby tank.
I began to stumble towards the
vehicle, while doing this I
accidently fell into a deep
hole. I couldn’t quite pull
myself out, but luckily there
was a fellow British soldier
near the pit. I asked for some
help, although I don’t think he
heard me, he still helped me
out of the hole out of his own
instincts, I presumed. Once we
got out of the hole we were a
few meters away from the
tank.

Continued...
I felt a wave of relief
spread across my body and
for a few moments I actually
thought we had hope to win
this war. Sadly these
moments were promptly
ended by a barrage of
machine gun fire piercing the
man who had previously
saved me. I felt terrible, I
wish I never got stuck in that
stupid hole. I keep on
repeating to myself that this
is all my fault and that I
could’ve saved his life. I soon
realise I have to swiftly put
this behind me, as I see
hundreds of men advancing
towards the cliff. I had to let
go of my fears and
anxieties, as our main target
was now starting to finally
crumble.

After a few minutes of heavy
artillery, I saw a fracture in
one of the German Pillboxes,
I thought to myself, this crack
might be big enough to toss
a grenade into. So I took my
chance and hurled an
unpinned grenade into the
Pillbox and to my surprise,
the grenade seemed to kill
at least two soldiers in the
box.
Soon after I made my way
into the pillbox itself, only to
discover that there was still
one soldier left In the Pillbox.
For a few moments I was
completely baffled by this

revelation, I could’ve sworn I
saw only two men in this
Pillbox. I stood there, almost
lifeless and unprepared for
what was to happen next. I
felt a sudden, sharp pain in
my right leg and then I
sensed the same brutal kind
of pain in my stomach, I
thought I was going to die,
and then suddenly
everything went black.

I soon woke up in a
makeshift hospital stretcher. I
looked around for a few
moments, seeing a toolbox
with medicine in one corner
and boxes of ammunition in
the other.

The people attempting to
treat me, told me I was
found in a bloody mess
outside a German pillbox.
They also told me that they
heard a fellow soldier had
died when he ran into the
pillbox and killed the
German who attacked me in
the first place. I thought of
that man as a hero as the
days went by. They also
explained
that I'd been down there
unconscious, in this
abandoned French home for
around 4 hours, and they
were surprised to see that I
was finally awake.
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I asked these medics if I was
allowed to fight on in the
advance towards Paris. They
replied telling me that British
soldiers have already
captured most of the
Normandy shore and that I
had two bullet wounds, one in
my right leg and the other in
my stomach. However they
told me these injuries are most
likely not fatal, while also
informing me that I could be
back on the field in around
three hours.
One month later, I’m in Paris,
France and fighting hard
through German defences and
making new friends along the
way. My determination to win
this crucial war has never
changed the slightest. Ensuring
my family stays safe, while
growing up with a real father
who looks after them and one
who didn’t die in a war he was
conscripted into joining.
While in Paris with a mixed
group of American, British and
French soldiers, I started to
reminisce about the letter I
sent to my family four days
ago. I wrote to them about the
troubles and hardships I had
to face on my mission to
Normandy. I wrote about the
tragic loss of life I
experienced when arriving at
the shore and the extreme
guilt I felt when I made
someone lose their own life to
benefit mine. But in the end I
wrote about how happy I was
to know that they were alive
and well. Knowing that I have
a family to go back to is one
of the things which keeps me
sane in this terrible war.

Religious Education News

W

ell done to all the pupils who have sent
work in for the Faith and Film task, it has
been really interesting to see what
religious and ethical themes you have
picked out of your favourite films. We’ve been really
impressed with some of the ideas we have seen. I think you
might be surprised at how many films have religious and
ethical themes within them.
Some examples we have had are:
Harry Potter
Star Wars
Avengers End Game
Five Feet Apart
Up
Indiana Jones

Saving half the
world or killing
half the world?

Noah
Hunger Games
The Lion King
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“Return of the Jedi” follows
the story of Luke’s
temptation and near fall as
well as the redemption and
salvation of Darth Vader.
After years of darkness,
Darth Vader is saved due to
the love he feels for his son.
Stories of temptation,
redemption and salvation, of
course, are arguably the
bedrock of Christianity. The
film also uses something
called the force (everything
around us). This is linked to
God. The Jedi teach that if
you are one with the force,
the force is with you. This
means if you are one with
God, God is with you.

Mathematics Department News

A

lot of you are
working
through
activities on
Mathswatch and Show My
Homework. The work that
is currently being set for
all pupils from year 7 to
10 is revision of work that
was covered in class from
September up until
March.
In April pupils answered
an amazing 15674
questions. Can they beat
this total in May?
To get the most put of
these activities pupils
should watch the short
video BEFORE trying the
questions and look back
at their classwork if they
have their books at home.
They should have
something to write on to
work out the answers as
they progress through the
activities.

Mathswatch Help
Unsure how to do something? Stuck on a question?

If pupils have watched the video and are still unsure, there are a
few ways to contact their teacher for help:


Ask a question directly to the teacher at the bottom of the
Mathswatch question screen (replies are shown with a yellow
speech bubble)



Send a message via Show My Homework



Some staff have sent up Google Classrooms to share help,
hints and ideas (details will be on Show My Homework or
Hwb emails)

This month it has been great to start receiving some work from our
new September recruits. Year 6 pupils from several local primary
feeder schools have been submitting solutions to various activities
and challenges that have been set on Google Classroom.

Here is a sample of some of the work that pupils are doing using
Mathswatch.
Can you solve the two emoji equations below?
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Performing Arts News

F

irst of all I want to
say a big thank you
to all of the parents
and carers who
have been helping their
children with their
homework. We have
received lots of work back
from pupils so far and it has
been nice to have some
comments and
communication with you all.
Mr Miller would also like to
acknowledge the work Year
11 had been putting in to
their preparations for their
performance exam that
should have taken place in
April. Mr Miller had chosen
a range of very challenging
scripts for the pupils to
perform but their responses
had exceeded his own high
expectations. Difficult
themes of emancipation of
women, gender roles and
oppressive nature of
collective society were
being dealt with in the most
engaging and exciting
manner. Such a shame the
work couldn’t be shared.
Maybe one day in their
future studies in the Arts the
pupils may get the chance
to reprise the roles they
were developing so
successfully!
Our production of Grease
has not been cancelled

completely. Whilst we
were disappointed that
we couldn’t perform on
the original dates we are
hopeful that we will be
able to perform the show
during the next academic
year. Keep an eye on our
Twitter page for any
updates.
22

During this time it is
important that we look
after ourselves and make
sure that our mental and
emotional wellbeing is
looked after. One thing that
can help us is listening to
music so why not take part
in the 30 Day Song

MFL News
Espanol

Y

ears 7 and 10 have been
continuing to work on
their Spanish at home,
while school has been
closed. I have received some
excellent pieces of work, well done
everyone!

To the left is a
grid showing
flags and phrases
in English. Your
task is to match
with the phrases
in blue with the
flags.

The most important thing about
language learning is to practise
a little bit but often. Aside
from the work I set, a great
website for games, which will
help you to practise is
https://wordwall.net.
You can improve your Spanish
while having fun!
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P.E. Department News

W

e have loved
seeing some
of the ways
you have
been keeping fit over the last
few weeks, especially the
videos you have uploaded to
twitter (@CwmbranHigh_PE)
and the google classrooms.
Please keep these coming as
we really enjoy seeing what
you have all been up to!
We hope you have enjoyed
some of the activities we have
shared with you this term such
as designing your own training

programme, daily PE workouts
with Joe Wicks, daily fitness
challenges on Twitter and
some of the athletics related
activities and challenges
posted on our google
classrooms. The summer term is
definitely our favourite time of
the year, where we would be
teaching lots of your favourite
activities in the sunshine.
Continue to stay safe and fit
and we will hopefully see you
all soon.
Congratulations to Rhys
Williams in Year 9 who has

G

reat to see one of
our Year 10 GCSE
PE students and
Sports Leaders
doing something amazing during
these uncertain times. Keeley
Jones signed up to the 2.6
challenge in order to raise
money and support the charity
‘Sparkle’. This charity helps to
improve the lives of 1,200
children and young people each
year with severe and complex
disabilities living in Torfaen,
Newport and surrounding areas
by providing educational, leisure
and family facilities, activities
and support. Keeley ran 2.6
miles each day, for 10 days and
has surpassed her target and
has so far raised £1,300! Well
done Keeley we are all very
proud of you!
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qualified as a WRU Level 1
referee. All of the volunteering
during our extra-curricular
activities has definitely paid
off, and we look forward to
you helping us out with some
KS3 games when we return to
school.

CHS Teacher runs a mountain
marathon to raise money for NHS

A

huge well done for
our very own Mr
Burgess , Head of
Skills, who decided to
run a marathon on his doorstep to
raise money for the NHS.

local hospital Neville Hall and
specifically to buy essentials for
patients such as toiletries and
sanitary items because visitors
are not being allowed into the
hospital due to the current crisis.

The fitness fanatic, who has
previously completed Ironman
Wales, had the idea when
completing his regular 3 mile run
from his house, up the mountain in
the Varteg and back. He
decided to run the loop just under
9 times to complete a full 26.2
mile marathon!

His 7 children and wife were on
hand and manned the food and
drink station set up opposite his
house and then as he completed
his last loop no expense was

He wanted to raise money for his

spared and a length of toilet roll
was used as the finishing ribbon,
which he smashed through in an
impressive 5 hours and 22
minutes.
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To date, £1640 has been
raised.
Well done Mr Burgess and all
those who contributed.

